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ABSTRACT 

A technique of amplifier linearization through the use of 
complementary pre or post distortion correction circuits is 
investigated. Using the Volterra series representation distor
tion cancellation constraints imposed on the correction 
circuit are derived. A simple distortion correction circuit 
consisting of a diode, a resistor and a capacitor (inductor) 
is then devised to meet the above constraints for cancella
tion of the amplifier's third order distortion products. 

A theoretical analysis of distortion generated 'in both a 
single stage transistor amplifier and a complementary distor
tion correction circuit (C.D.C.C.) is carried out to verify the 
realizability of this linearization technique. 

• Patent Pending 

INTRODUCTION 

The design and manufacture of transistors and semicon
ductor diodes has advanced significantly since their intro
duction many years ago. This has resulted in the availability 
of semiconductor components with higher gain · bandwidth 
products, low noise, high power and bener linearity. 

Despite the advanced state of the art in the overall perfor
mance of semiconductor diodes and transistors the remaining 
distortion and noise are still the primary obstacles to the 
construction ~f large CATV systems. However, there are 
several design techniques used quite often in multistage 
amplifiers which help further minimize nonlinear distor
tion. [ 1] Feedback, push-pull and cascade amplifier design 
are the ones most common today. Others, such as feedfor
ward and distortion compensation techniques are now being 
implemented. 

Cascade amplifiers connected in push-pull usually suppress 
second order distortion far below the level considered object
ionable. Also, as evidenced from theory [2]-[4] and suppor
ted by experimental observations, some partial cancellation 
of second order distortion along the CATV trunk always 
exists. The third order distortion, however, is only slightly 
improved in a push-pull amplifier. A significant reduction in 
the magnitude of the third order distortion is obtained if a 
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cascade amplifier is used. Despite this improvement, a 
cascade connection is not as efficient for suppression of the 
third order products as push-pull is for the second order 
products. Also, if the amplifiers are exactly alike, crossmod
ulation and triple beat products f1-f2+f3 will generally 
increase by 6 dB any time the number of amplifiers is 
doubled [2]-[4]. (In practice, cancellation of these products 
has also been observed and can be accounted for by the non
uniform magnitude and phase of the aforementioned distor
tion products in the amplifiers.) In conclusion, we can say 
that it is either crossmodulation or a build-up of triple beat 
products of the type f1-f2+f3 which affects the performance 
of a vast majority of new CATV systems. 

Some five years ago, a research program was undertaken 
by Delta-Benco-Cascade to develop a technique for a substan
tial reduction of crossmodulation distortion in CATV ampli
fiers. Out of a number of promising ideas a complementary 
distortion correction technique was singled out and pursued 
further. The scope of the research program was later extend
ed to include a reduction of voltage additive triple beat 
products. This technique provides a circuit which may be 
connected across the signal path on either the input or the 
output side of an amplifier and which is designed to diston 
the signal in a manner complementary to the crossmodula· 
tion or triple beat distortion contributed by the amplifier 
itself. 

MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF A CASCADE 

Let us restrict our anention to the complementary post 
distortion correction circuit shown in Fig. 1. 

y z 

Fig. I· Amplifier With A Post D•ston•on Correction C1rcuu 

At low frequencies, where reactive effects can be neglected 
the transfer characteristic of a nonlinear device. such as an 
amplifier, can be expressed by a power series. At high Ire· 
quencies capacitive and inductive parasitics and components 
affect the overall performance of an amplifier. The dev1ce 
has a memory and can not, in general. be represented by a 
power series. A different analysis such as one employing the 
Volterra series approach, must be used. The Volterra senes 



can account for frequency dependence and give the phase 
as well as the magnitude of distortion products. 

For small enough signal levels and small transistor non
linearities a third order product, such as crossmodulation 
or a triple beat, can be predicted accurately using a third 
order Volterra series. Assuming that the conditions for 
existence of the Volterra series are satisfied we can represent 
the output of a time invariant nonlinear system with memory 
(such as the amplifier in Fig. 1) by a third order Volterra 
series 

J - - n 
y(t)=n?:1 1 dT 1 .... 1 dTnbn(T1, ... ,rnlr=~ x(t·Tr) ( 1) 

bniT1, ... ,Tn)=O for Tn < 0 

where bl(T) is the imp~ response of the amplifier. The 
terms in 1) are, in fact, n order convolution integrals. Each 
kernel b is assumed to be a symmetrical function of its 
argumenll. Since the output corresponding to sinusoidal 
signals is of interest all computations can be carried out in 
the frequency domain by means of Volterra transfer func
tions Bnls1, ... sn) defined as follows: 

Bnls1, ... ,snl• _! dr, ... _!dTnbniT1 ... Tn). 

.exp[-j(w1r 1+ ... +wnT nll (21 

If Bn is known and the input consists of a linear superpo
sition of sinusoidal signals the output can be expressed in 
terms of the transform Bn of the kernel bn as will be shown 
later. 

Similarly the output z of the post distortion correction 
circuit is expressed as the Volterra series of the input signal 
y 

3 n 
z(t)= I: f dT1, ... fdTnCn(T1•••••Tn) fl y(t·Tr) 

n=1 -- -- r-1 
(3) 

The Volterra transfer functions Cn are related to en accor
ding to equation (2). Both Cn and en are symmetric func
tions of their arguments. The overall first, second and third 
order Volterra transfer functions are given, respectively, by 
[5]. 

The fundamental, second and third order components at 
the output of the cascade can be expressed as follows 

z1=x
0 

I 1 II H1 Is) I coslw1t-'11) (7) 

z12=k 1x
0

111x
0

(2)1 H21s1,'21 I eot[(±w1:tw2lt-7!21 (8) 

z123=k2xolllxo(2)xo(3)1 H3('1·'2•'Jll-

cos[(±w1:tw2 ±w3lt-'131 (9) 

s1=±jw1 

with 

x=x ( 1 lcosw t+x 121cosw t+x 13lcosw t ( 1 0) 
0 1 0 2 0 3 

k1, k2, are constants characterizing a specific type of second 
or tturd order gjstortion, respectively. 'lk(w) is the relative 
phase of the k order Volterra transfer ·function Hk at the 
fundamental, product frequency. 
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DISTORTION CANCELLATION CONSTRAINTS 

By neglecting the second order interaction term in (6) and 
assuming the shunt impedance presented by the post distor
tion correction circuit is large compared to the output imped· 
ance of the amplifier we can simplify (6) to 

H31s1,s2,s3)=B31s 1•'2•1Jl+C31s1,'2•1Jl-

G.exp(-j(p1+p2+p31 1/1 ·il±w1±w2±w3)t
0

) (111 

where G=IB 1 ls1 l.B1 1'2l.B115Jll I 121 

p1=±1 for ±w1 
p2=± 1 for ±w2 1 131 

p3=± 1 for ±w3 

lj! is the zero frequency phase intercept of the amplifier. A 
constant group delay (linear phase vs frequency dependence) 
in the amplifier is assumed. In order to minimize a specific 
third order product at frequency s-s1+s2+'3 we require 

Using the substitutions 

[

B31s1,s2,s31 J 
C31s1,'2,s3l.Gj =K 

·-y3+P3·(p1+p2+p3) 1/J-( ±w1±w2±w3lto •K 

we can express the magnitude of ( 11) as 

(141 

(15) 

IH3Is 1.s2.'JI l=iC31s1,s2,s31.GI. ( ( K+cOSK)2+(S'in~e)2] Y.( 16) 

So the constraints imposed on the magnitude and phase of 
the third order product generated by the post distortion 
correction circuit are found to be 

IB3Is1,s2.s3l I=G IC3Is1.'2•'JI I 
·'Y3+(33-(p1+p2+p3) !JI-(± w 1 ± w2± w3)t

0 
•(2n+1 )!r 

for some n=± 1,±2 .... 

( 17) 

(18) 

For a specific type of distortion these constraints can be 
reduced as follows 
a) vector crossmodulation distortion 

The signal at the input of the amplifier is expressed as 
a sum of two sinusoidal signals, one of them modulated 
by a sine wave with a modulation frequency fm and mod
ulation factor m (x ( ll=x 121=x l3l=x ) 

0 0 0 0 

x=Y.x
0 

I 111 1+mcoswmtlcosw1 t+x
0 

(31cosw3t ( 19) 

It then follows (61 

and IB3(jw 1,-jw 1•iw3li=GIC3(jw ,,-jw1,iw3ll 

--y3+{33- 1/1- w3t
0

=(2n+1 )!r 

120) 

(211 

(221 

-y31w), (331w) are the relative phases of the third order 
Volterra transfer functions B3.c3, respectively, at the pro
duct frequency w=w 1-w1+w3. (Fig. 21 

b) triple beat distortion 
The input signal is now given by (10). We now have 
s1=iw1 '2=-jw2 s3= iw3 (231 



The constraints are simplified to 

s3 Uw 1.·iw2,iw31=G 1Caliw1,-iw2.iwall 

·'Ya+13a· 1/1·1 w 1-w2+w31t0 •(2n+ 1 hr 

(241 

(251 

where 'YJ· 133 refer now to the product frequency w=w 1· 
w2+w3. (Fig. 2 with -w 1 replaced by -w21. Note that for 
w 1=w:2 these constraints are identical to (21),(221. 

Im 

INPUT X0 Re 

Fig. 2: Clnelllat:ion Of VKtOr Cr~lation 

MINIMIZATION OF AMPLITUDE CAOSSMODULATION 

As this high frequency distortion analysis enables one to 
bring into focus the phase characteristic of nonlinearities, the 
concept of transfer of modulation from one carrier onto 
another one (crossmodulationl is changed as well. Using the 
low frequency model (power series), only the amplitude of 
the originally unmodulated carrier was seen to be affected. 
The high frequency analysis by means of the Volterra series 
reveals that both the amplitude and the phase of the unmod· 
ulated carrier become modulated. [6) Let the input to the 
amplifier be given by ( 191. The total output from the amp· 
lifier at frequency wa is then determined from 

Yw =x
0 

(JIIB1(jw31i(1+mAcosiiACOswmt). 
3 

.cos(w3t-(31+mAsinll Acoswmtl 

where 

(26) 

(271 

is the magnitude of the vector crossmodulation (Fig. 3) and 
IIA=-(33+{3 1 (28) 

where (3 1 (w) is the linear phase delay through the amplifier at 
frequency wa and 13alwl is the relative phase of the third 
order Volterra transfer function of the amplifier at product 
frequency w=w 1-w1+w3. 

According to the NCT A Engineering Standards crossmod· 
ulation is defined as the ratio of the peak-to-peak variation 
of the amplitude of the test signal w3, due to crossmodula· 
tion, to the amplitude of the test signal with the interference 
signals removed. Applying this definition to equation (26) we 
deduce that the NCTA crossmodulation ratio is identical to 
twice the amplitude crossmodulation ratio 

(29) 

the corresponding phase crossmodulation ratio is expressed as 
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Fig. 3: Vector Reprnentation of Croamodulatton 

Re 

(30) 

The ratio of the amplitude to phase crossmodulation is 
determined solely by the phase relationship between the 
Volterra transfer functions of the amplifier. In practical 
amplifiers 11 A is determined by the transistor characteristics 
and by the feedback and other circuitry used. Since the amp
lifier design is governed by many other criterii one can hardly 
exercise full control of 11 A when designing an amplifier. 
Amplitude crossmodulation is thus likely to be inevitable in 
any amplifier design and is more easily minimized by the use 
of C.D.C.C. 

Let us consider the aforementioned cascade made up of an 
amplifier and a post distortion correction circuit. The signal 
at frequency w3 at the output of a cascade is found to be 

zw3=x0 131i H1(iw31i (1+mccosllccoswmt1. 
(31) 

cos(w3t-T7 1+mcsinllccoswmt1 

Jm (x0 11li21Haliw 1,·iw 1, iw31i 
me= 4 iH 1(Jwall 

(32) 

In order to minimize amplitude crossmodulation we must 
have 

7T 
II c =·17a+171 = ~ +n7T (33) 

after substitution for 111 from 

171=1/i+wato (34) 

and for 113 from ( 11) we arrive at 

·1 [Ksin(1/l+w3t0 ·/331 • sin'Yal 
"c=tan Kcos(ll/+wato·~al+cos'Yjj +r 7T r = 0, ±1,... (351 

7T 
It can be shown that lie will anain a value of 2+ mr provided 
that the denominator 

(36) 

For a given amplifier many combinations of K and 'YJ will 
satisfy this condition. As an example let us assume that 
K=1. The relative phase of the vector crossmodulation 
generated by the correction circuit must be 180° out of 
phase with the vector crossmodulation generated in an 
amplifier, ie: 

'Ya·/3a+l/i+w3t0 =7T+2n7T (371 

This condition is basically the same as that given by (221. 
It is obvious that if the vector crossmodulation at the output 
of a cascade vanishes so does the amplitude crossmodulation 
(Fig. 21. 



The other example we are going to mention is the situation 
where "Y3•0. It then turns out from (361 that the projection 
of the vector crossmodulation generated in an amplifier must 
be equal to the magnitude of the vector crossmodulation 
generated in a post distortion correction circuit (Fig. 41. 

1 B31iw,.-iw 1 .iw311cos(1/l+w3t0·~3)• 
·IC~(iw,.-jw 1 ,jw:ll.GI (38) 

Note llere that signils producing the crossmodulation distor· 
tion in a post distortion correction circuit are fil'1t amplified 
before being fed to the correction circuit. 

Im 
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F;g. 4: MinimiziiJOn of Amplia.de Cro.rnodu~ian 

COMPLEMENTARY DISTORTION CORRECTION 
CIRCUIT 

Re 

The following complementary distortion correction 
circuit (fig. 5) was devised to cancel amplitude crossmodula· 
tion and triple beat distortion generated in the nonlinear 
amplifier. It is made up of a semiconductor diode in series 
with an external resistor Rs' plus the biasing circuitry (not 
shown). The magnitude of tfiis series external resistance must 
be sufficiently high so as not to appreciably affect the gain of 
the amplifier. From the aspect of operating point adjustment 
it has been found advantageous to use a Schottky or hot 
carrier diode with a very low junction capacitance. Usually, a 
reactive element in either series or parallel to the diode is 
needed when elimination of triple beat distortion is desired. 

C +C 
D d 

Fig. 5: Equivllent Circuit of C.D.C.C. 

For purposes of analysis, the diode is represented by 
its small signal equivalent circuit consisting of the non
linear junction conductance, nonlinear junction capacitance, 
series bulk resistance and series lead inductance. An extensive 
analysis of nonlinear distortion produced in a Schottky diode 
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in series with an external impedance has been carried out and 
published in the literature [7]. We shall briefy summarize 
some results of that report. The nonlinear currents id and 
ic are each first expressed as a Taylor series in v2, the JUnc
tion voltage. This is accomplished by the expansion of 

ID+id = 10 [exp(a(VD+vdll·1] (391 

dq(v2l 
ic=-at (40) 

about the DC bias. The output voltage v1=z is then expressed 
as a Volterra series expansion of the ~nerator vol_tage vG 
(equal to 2y 1 when RL=RG, Rs >>RGI g1ven by 

2 I 3 (411 v1=C1(s)"vG+C2(s1,s2)•vG +C31s1,s2,s3 •vG 

where • denotes an operator. By applying Kirchoff's Law, 
representing the impedances by their transforms and 
collecting all the terms of each degree we can successively 
find the Volterra transfer functions C1(s),C2(s1,s21• 
c3(s1,s2,s3). [7) 

A time sharing computer was used to compute the sum 
and difference intermodulation distortion and triple beat 
distortion. The computed and measured values of second 
order sum beat distortion at 266.5 MHz (Channel 13 video+ 
Channel 2 video) are shown in Fig. 6. The magnitude of this 
distortion product in dB was measured using a Dix Hills 
Electronics SX-16 Frequency Source and R·12 Distortion 
Analyzer. The output level of each carrier was set at 34 
dBmV. Figure 7 summarizes the computed and measured 
values of single channel amplitude crossmodulation. The 
computed and measured values of triple beat distortion at 
55.25 MHz (Channel 12 video· Channel 13 video+ Channel 
3 video) at two different output levels are shown in Fig. 8. 
As can be seen there is a significant difference between the 
measured and computed values at an output level of 34 
dBmV and at low bias. This is probably due to the higher 
order terms (7th, 9th) and a package capacitance which were 
neglected in our analysis. However, when using the C.D.C.C. 
to cancel the third order distortion of the amplifier, the 
direct current values of more than .1 rnA are selected. Specif
ically, when the DC current reaches lmA, the fifth and higher 
order contributions are negligible for signal levels below 50 
dBmV.The following values were used for calculations: 

R.s'=1000!2, Cn varying from 1.8pf to 3pf at lmA, 
a=37.35, RG=R L =75!2. 
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As mentioned above, at higher bias currents, when 
the generated third order product is practically in 
phase with the fundamental signal, the fullfilment of the 
phase constraints (22), (38) is accomplished by means of 
an external reactive impedance. Calculated as well as 
measured results indicate that the magnitude of the 
triple beat or vector crossmodulation is only slightly 
changed when a 5·10pF capacitor is connected in 
series with the diode and a 1ooon resistor. Such a 
capacitor, however, produces a sufficient change in the 
phase of the third order product generated in the C.D.C.C. 
so as to cancel a specific third order product generated in 
most broadband amplifiers. Sometimes, the capacitor must 
be replaced by an inductor in order to eliminate· a specific 
third order product produced in a nonlinear amplifier. 
Cancellation of amplitude crossmodulation can be obtained 
with or without an external reactive element (see Section 
on Amplitude Crossmodulation). 
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DISTORTION PRODUCED IN A NONLINEAR 
AMPLIFIER 

Let us consider a nonlinear amplifier as shown in Fig. 9. 
Derivation of closed form expressions for the second and 
third order Volterra transfer functions is an extremely 
difficult if not impossible task. If, however, the intrinsic 
parameters of a transistor are known these Volterra trans· 
fer functions can be evaluated with the help of a computer. 
As the phase of third order distortion products was of 
utmost importance to us we decided to computer-analyze 
distortion generated in a wideband amplifier. 

A low distortion amplifier, incorporating both emitter 
and collector feedback, was built using a 500mW transistor 
having a gain bandwidth product of 5 GHz (Fig. 9). A 
thorough knowledge of the distortion processes in this 
amplifier provides insight into methods for reducing the 
amplifier distortion by means of adjusting the bias and the 
component values, and in particular, by the use of C.D.C.C. 
The latter method requires that both magnitude and phase 
of the distortion products be known so that the cancellation 
conditions (17), (18) can be applied. Just as in the case of the 
C.D.C.C., such magnitude and phase information were 
obtained by a Volterra series analysis of the transistor amp
lifier. 

R,i 270 Jl L"' 

~-----------------------: 

: C.,•.04pF r,•160kll 1 

I 
I 

"'., 

The transistor model and the method of circuit analysis 
follow the case of Narayanan [5]. Fig. 9 shows the nonlinear 
T-model of the transistor with the addition of the collector
base feedback elements and a fourth node for the emitter 
feedback components. The nonlinearities included in the 
model are: base emitter nonlinear resistance and capacitance. 
avalanche and gain nonlinearity and collector-base nonlinear 
capacitance. The last nonlinearity was found to contribute 
negligibly to overall amplifier distortion and will henceforth 
be ignored. 

A request for assistance in transistor modelling to several 
major manufacturers of CATV devices was met only by 
Philips who have been very co-operative in this matter. Using 
instruments such as Tektronix Curve Tracer 576, Boonton 
Capacitive Bridge 250A, Rohde & Schwarz network analyzer 
ZWA, we have obtained the basic model parameters for two 
Philips' transistors built around the same chip. The remaining 
parameters such as rbb'· r were supplied by Philips, 
Eindhoven. For actual calculaflon, the device with a 500mW 
power dissipation (stripline package) was selected. The 
nonlinear parameters on the other hand, had to be measured 
individually, as they vary from transistor to transistor, 
particularly in the case of the gain and avalanche nonlinearities. 
Accurate measurements of the transistor's nonlinear charac· 
teristics yield data which can be fitted to the theoretical 
expressions applicable to each nonlinearity. The nonlinear 
resistance rb'e can be obtained from ·the base emitter I· v 
characteristiC. 



qVBE (42) 

I = lo ( e nkT ·1] 

with 1
0

"'.36mA, n-1.35 as fitted values. The nonlin~ar 
capacitance, Cb'e consists of ~ components_: a d~plet~on 
capacitance, Cd , measured w1th the base em1tter Junction 
reverse biased 

c1 
(431 

and a diffusion capacitance c 0 obtained from forward bias 
measurements. 

(441 

Both components are expressed here as functions of VBE
Fitting of measured values gave C 1• 4.3pF. V 

0 
= .8V. 

c2" 650pF/A. Differentiation of tlie above expressions 
yitlds the higher order terms required for the second and 
third order Volterre series. Measurements of low frequency 
gain vs collector current were fitted by a simple polynomial 
which was then manipulated to give values for the nonlinear 
parameter a and its derivatives. The avalanche nonlinearity 
was determined by measuring lc .vs. VeE• then ta~ing ~he 
ratio of the c~rved. lc charactensttc lo the ~ra1g~t hne 
1 characteristiC wh1df would have been obtatned '" the 
a~nce of avalanche multiplication, and fitting it to the 
equation 

M = [ Vee] n 
1·-

Vceo 

(45) 

with resulting values of V CBO"' 26V, n• 4. Derivativ~ of 
this last equation combinea w1th the previously determtned 
nonlinear parameters and their derivatives, plus the linear 
transistor parameters, complete the non I inear T ·model of 
Fig. 9. 

A complete program was written to analyze this T-model, 
in a manner similar to the analysis of the C. D.C.C. mentioned 

above. The calculations yield the voltages of each of the 
circuit nodes as a Volterra series of the input voltage v·. With 
v· consisting of either 2 or 3 input signals, 2nd and 3rd order 
distortion, respectively (lntermodulation, Crossmodulation, 
Triple Beat) can be calculated. All transistor parameters can 
be varied in value as desired and each of the nonlinear elements 
can be turned 'on' or 'off' to determine the contribution of 
each individual nonlinearity to the overall amplifier distortion. 
Equally important are the calculated values for the phases of 
the distortion products · required information for the 
design of the C.D.C.C. according to the constraints given by 
117), (lB). 

The theoretical distortion levels are obtained by calcula· 
ting the appropriate 2nd or 3rd order distortion product at 
the desired frequency and comparing it to the linear output 
which the amplifier would produce at the same frequency. 
For example, a triple beat is calculated as the ratio, in dB, of 
the 3rd order term of the Volterra series of the output 
voltage at product frequency f 1 .f2+f~ to the linear list order 
term) output at frequency t=f1·f2+f3. Fig. _10 shows r~pre
sentative calculated and measured values of tnple beat d1stor· 
tion at Ch 2, 13 vs collector current lc· The calcutated 
results show a definite minimum in distortion at about SOmA 
bias. This minimum, or 'troughing' may be explained by care
ful consideration of the individual distortion contributions of 
the various nonlinear transistor parameters as shown in Fig. 11. 
The phase of each distortion component, approximately 
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constant over the range of bias current, shows that the rb'e 
and gain components, similar in magnitude, are nearly in 
phase, while the avalanche component is about opposite in 
phase to the latter two. It is thus to be expec18d that. at 
some values of collector current, there will be a considereble 
degree of distortion cancellation. The depth of this minimum 
and its exact location depend on many factors. Where the 
dominant components cancel to a large degree, the residual 
distortion is determined by those factors which were pre
viously neglected, the capacitive nonlinearities and higher 
order distortion components (5th, 7th order, etc.) due to 
the higher order terms in the Volterra series. The depth and 
location of the minimum are as well both sensitive to the 
exact values of magnitude and phase of the distortion com· 
ponents, which in turn depend on the accuracy with which 
the nonlinearities of this particular transistor could be 
determined. Considerable variation in, or even the complete 
absence of the distortion minimum could be expected due to 
variations from transistor to transistor. The experimental 
results of Fig. 10 indicate a distortion minimum occuring at 
a collector current of about 60mA, somewhat higher than the 
theoretical value. Agreement in magnitude between theory and 
experiments is close enough that theoretical values for the 
phase of the distortion products can be used in the equations 
for the C.D.C.C. Only near the distortion minimum do phase 
values vary greatly, undergoing a nominal 180° change. 
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Theoretical values for the ph .. and amplitude crossmod
ulation can be obtained from the triple beat calculations 
according to 1291, 1301 for -w2.+-w1. Fig. 12 compares the 
measured and computed valu• o"T amplitude crossmodulation. 
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DISTORTION CANCELLATION RESULTS 

al Narrowband Distortion Cancellation 
In order to obtain perfect cancellation of a particular 

triple beat or vector crossmodulation distortion generated by 
the nonlinear amplifier, one must voltage add another product 
of the same frequency, magnitude and opposite phae. This 
additional product is produced by a cOmplementary post 
distOrtion correction circuit. The same three signals which 
give rise to a triple beat or vector crossmodulation in the 
amplifier are, after passing through the amplifier, fed to the 
C.D.C.C. This circuit will then produce, due to the second and 
third order terms of the diode's nonlinear V-1 characteristic, 
a distortion product at the seme frequency. The magnitude 
of this product produced in the correction circuit is controlled 
by an external resistance Rs' in series with the diode and by 
adjustments of the DC bias. The relative phase of this distor
tion product is controlled by either a capacitor or inductor 
in series with the diode or in parallel to it. Other arrangements 
for controlling the magnitude and relative phase of this 
product have also been tried and found effective. 

Let us turn our attention back to the amplifier shown in 
Fig. 9 with the C.D.C.C. of Fig. 5 connected at the output. 
Assume first that the diode is bi.ect at loc "" lmA. The 
situation could now be represented as shown 11'i Fig. 4 where 
-w1 is replaced by -w2 if the triple beat distortion ifftonsid
ere& If the resistance Rs'•oo the magnitude k2yQ y

0
12) 

y
0

1 It C (iwviw2,iw31 approaches zero ana the third 
ofder dmort1on Jrroduct generated in the amplifier is not 
affected. If the resistance Rs' is reduced the overall triple 
beat or vector crossmodulation of this cascade will start to 
decreae. The minimum value is attained when the vector 
representing the triple beat or crossmodulation distortion of 
this cascade is normal to the vector representing the amplifier 
fundamental outpUt signal at the product frequency. This 
improvement in the triple beat or vector crossmodulation is 
given by -20 log I sim•AI-
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Table I summarizes the measured values of the triple beat 
improvement. The improvement in vector crossmodulation 
could not be measured using the Dix Hills distortion set-up 
as it yields only amplitude crossmodulation. However, some 
confirmation was obtained at higher output levels when a 
spectrum analyzer could be used. Table 1 also gives the value 
of the series resistance Rs' measured when the minimum was 
obtained. Fig. 4 indicates that this null is quite broad and so 
practically the same results could be obtained with a value 
Rs' set somewhere midway between 700 ohms and 610 ohms. 
F1g. 13 gives the magnitude of the triple beat product pro
duced in the diode circuit for a given value of Rs '. Compar· 
ison of calculated values of Rs' with those neecJed for this 
partial cancellation shows good ~reement. 
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The capacitor Cs'"' 1500pF is now replaced with a vari
able 2-18pF capacitor. The triple beat or vector crossmodu· 
lation generated by the correction circuit must now attain a 
relative phase of 180-I"AI (see Fig. 41 with respect to the 
horizontal axis in order to achieve a complete cancellation. 
Calculations have indicated that Cs' of 10pF results in 
--y~=-3300. This was verified experimentally when a value of 
CC from 7-10pF was needed to arrive at perfect cancellation or triple beat and vector crossmodulation distortion on Ch 2 
and Ch 6. Since the magnitude of the third order distortion 
product produced in the correction circuit starts decreasing 
slightly for Cs' below 10pF the value of the resistor Rs' has 
to be lowerecfby about 1Cl%. A slight further decrease mRs' 
(compared to partial cancellation as mentioned above) was 
necessary since now the opposing vectors have equal magni
tudes. Cancellation of distortion products on Ch 7 and Ch 13 
was obtained with values of c8• around 5pF. 

As indicated by the computed results complete cancel
lation for one particular frequency can also be obtained with 
~· "' 1500pF and an inductor of 200nH in parallel with 
tlie diode. In practice, much higher values of inductance 
had to be used to compensate for the intrinsic diode 
capacitance. Note again that inclusion of any reective 
element in the C.D.C.C. makes this circuit effective in a 
narrow band of frequencies only. 

When a value of Rs' much below 1000 ohms is needed 
the amplifier gain is Slightly affected. This can be avoided 
by changing the bias current, connecting two diodes in 
series etc. However, DC bias of lmA for the diode was 
generally used when amplifiers built with Philips, TRW. 
or MSC stud devices were linearized and so it was used here 
as well. In practice, % dB change in amplifier gain can be 
tolerated. 



b) Broadband Distortion Cancellation 
Broadband cancellation of the amplifier triple beat and 

vector crossmodulation products through the use of a simple 
C.D.C.C. (Fig. 51 is possible provided that the magnitude of 
these products is approximately constant and I II A I ::::: 1 B0° or 
00 over the frequency range of interest. Amplifiers incorpo
rating transistors with a high gain bandwidth product fT 
often come close to meeting these two conditions. In such a 
situation, the parameters of the C.D.C.C. are adjusted for a 
complete cancellation of the triple beat and vector crossmod
ulation distortion at the high frequency end (amplifier triple 
beat usually increases with frequency) with only a partial 
cancellation of these products at the low frequency end. 

We have verified both theoretically and experimentally [ 1) 
that the level of distortion noise due to a large number of 
triple beat products generated in a typical CATV trunk 
amplifier is much higher in a channel near the 300 MHz end. 
Using the simple C.D.C.C. of Fig. 5 we can reduce the level 
of this distortion noise by 6-B dB at the high frequency 
channel while the level of distortion noise at the low fre
quency channel is improved by 1-2 dB. The fact that a 
complete elimination of this composite triple beat can not 
be realized may be accounted for by the higher order terms 
of the nonlinear transfer characteristics and as well by the 
dependence of the Volterra transfer functions on the input 
frequencies. 

The amplifier second order distortion is not affected 
because the level of the second order distortion produced in 
the C.D.C.C. is much lower (see Fig. 6 at DC bias of 1mA). 
If, however, the second order distortion of the amplifier were 
degraded by the C.D.C.C. one could employ two diodes in a 
push-pull arrangement to suppress the second order distor
tion from the C.D.C.C. 

In a more general case, the magnitude of the triple beat 
and vector crossmodulation distortion generated in the amp· 
lifier increases with frequency and the relative phase I 11 A I 
varies monotonically over the frequency range of interest. 
Such was the case with our model amplifier of Fig. 9. It was 
found that a broadband cancellation of the triple beat and 
vector crossmodulation products was possible provided that 
a parallel resonant circuit was incorporated in the design of 
the C.D.C.C. 

c) Amplitude Crossmodulation Minimization 
The vector representation of amplitude crossmodulation 

minimization is shown in Fig. 4. In order to eliminate ampli
tude crossmodulation produced in a nonlinear amplifier the 
post distortion correction circuit must produce amplitude 
crossmodulation of the same magnitude. The magnitudes of 
the corresponding vector crossmodulations may however 
differ. Amplitude crossmodulation of a cascade comprised 
of a nonlinear amplifier and a post distortion correction 
circuit (Fig. 4) vanishes as soon as the vector sum of 

k2Yo (1)Yo (2)Yo (3)C3(jw1,-jw1'jw3) and 

k2x
0

111x
0

121x
0

131B3(jwl'jw,_jw3J is normal to the 

vector x
0

131B 1 (w3). The magnitude of the overall vector 
crossmodulation reaches a minimum when amplitude 
crossmodulation vanishes (all amp I itude crossmodulation 
converted into phase crossmodulation). 

The experimental investigation has confirmed that ampli
tude crossmodulation can be made to vanish at any product 
frequency by properly adjusting the DC bias and the resistor 
Rs in series with the diode. Table II summarizes the mea
sured values of the NCTA crossmodulation ratio of the 
amplifier shown in Fig. 9. The measurement was done with 
eleven amplitude modulated carriers whose peak levels at 
the modulation crest were equal to the peak level of the test 
(unmodulated) carrier. Reductions of the NCTA crossmod-
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ulation ratio of more than 30 dB at an output level of 35 dBmV 
could be observed on the distortion analyzer. Actual improve
ments were much higher but the distortion analyzer can only 
measure the distortion product magnitude down to about 
-120 dB. When the amplifier output level was increased 
to 45 dBmV, improvements of 50 dB could be observed 
(NCTA crossmodulation ratio reduced from -70 dB down to 
less than -120 dB). 

Table II gives the measured values of the NCT A crossmod
ulation ratio before the C. D. C. C. was connected at the output 
and the values of the resistor Rs' needed to cause the NCTA 
crossmodulation ratio of this cascade' to vanish. If we relate 
these values o_f Rs' to the NCT A cr~m~ula~ion ratio 
according to F1g. 7 (note that the values g1ven m F1g. 7 must 
be degraded by approximately 20 log 11 to sum up contri
butions from all amplitude modulated carriers) we find good 
agreement between the measured values of the NCTA cross
modulation ratio of the amplifier and the C.D.C.C. All the 
above tests were done with the diode in the C.D.C.C. biased 
at lm~ and Cs' = ~5~pF). Similar results could be achieved 
at ad1fferent DC b1as (1e: IDc=.7mA). 
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It should be understood that narrow band amplitude cross
modulation cancellation is also possible at much lower values 
of diode bias current even though the relative phase --y3 of 
the vector representing the crossmodulation generated in the 
C. D.C.C. is not equal to zero (see equation (36)). Minimization 
could also be achieved if we used other values of series or 
parallel capacitance (inductance). As mentioned above ampli
tude crossmodulation vanishes if the vector crossmodulation 
is cancelled (Fig. 2). Note also that minimization of ampli
tude crossmodulation is accompanied by a partial cancella
tion of the triple beat distortion at the same product frequency 
(see Fig. 4 with -w 1 replaced by -w2l. 

Theoretical as well as experimental investigations indicate 
that amplitude crossmodulation in wideband amplifiers varies 
with frequency. Under such conditions a complete elimination 
of amplitude crossmodulation over the frequency band of 
interest by means of a simple C.D.C.C. is not possible. The 
amount of broadband improvement (partial reduction) is 
related to the actual difference in measured amplitude cross
modulation at different product frequencies. With capacitor 
Cs' set to 1500pF, a minimum broadband improvement 
(Ch 2 through Ch 13) of 16 dB could be obtained with our 
model amplifier of Fig. 9. Expected as well as measured 
improvements in the NCT A crossmodulation ratio on four 
tested carriers at one particular value of the linearizing 
resistor Rs' = 790 ohms are given in Table II. 

A broadband improvement of more than 20 dB in 12 
channel NCTA crossmodulation ratio was attained with 
Cs' set to 7pF (see Fig. 14). If desired, even better results 
can be achieved if a resonant circuit is incorporated in the 
C.D.C.C. 
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